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ABSTRACT
Mobile phone sensing contributes to changing the way we
approach science: massive amount of data is being contributed across places and time, and paves the way for advanced analyses of numerous phenomena at an unprecedented scale. Still, despite the extensive research work on
enabling resource-efficient mobile phone sensing with a verylarge crowd, key challenges remain. One challenge is facing
the introduction of a new heterogeneity dimension in the
traditional middleware research landscape. The middleware
must deal with the heterogeneity of the contributing crowd
in addition to the system’s technical heterogeneities. In order to tackle these two heterogeneity dimensions together,
we have been conducting a large-scale empirical study in cooperation with the city of Paris. Our experiment revolves
around the public release of a mobile app for urban pollution monitoring that builds upon a dedicated mobile crowdsensing middleware. In this paper, we report on the empirical analysis of the resulting mobile phone sensing efficiency from both technical and social perspectives, in face
of a large and highly heterogeneous population of participants. We concentrate on the data originating from the 20
most popular phone models of our user base, which represent contributions from over 2,000 users with 23 million observations collected over 10 months. Following our analysis,
we introduce a few recommendations to overcome -technical
and crowd- heterogeneities in the implementation of mobile
phone sensing applications and supporting middleware.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile Phone Sensing (MPS ) [23, 25, 19] is a powerful
solution for massive-scale sensing at low cost. The ubiquity of phones together with the rich set of sensors that
they increasingly embed make mobile phones the devices of
choice to sense our environment. Further, thanks to the –
even sometimes unconscious– participation of people, MPS
allows for leveraging both quantitative and qualitative sensing. And, still thanks to the participation of people who are
moving across space, mobile phones may conveniently act as
opportunistic proxies for the sensors in their communication
range, which includes the fast developing wearables.
The many applications that have emerged over the years
illustrate the potential of MPS, such as micro-blogging [13],
mobile social networking [31], quantified selves [6], urban tomography [20], environmental monitoring [33], transportation [18], or dynamic indoor map construction [35]. As
a matter of fact, applications revolving around MPS are
now part of our daily activities –e.g., mobile social networking, quantified selves, intelligent transportation systems–
and supported by major ICT players.
In general, we anticipate that MPS is going to generate
drastic changes in the way we approach science in the years
to come. A major driver in that direction is the massive
amount of data that is being collected and that paves the
way for advanced analyses of numerous phenomena at an
unprecedented scale. The development of citizen science well
illustrates this trend [40].
However, despite the numerous research work since the
end 2000s, MPS keeps raising key challenges:
• How to make MPS resource-efficient? MPS involves
power-hungry functions and especially location management and communication. MPS also often implies
continuous monitoring. As a result, resource-efficiency
and especially energy-efficiency require special care in

the development of MPS applications [37, 26, 32, 34].
Although resource-efficiency in mobile computing has
been on the research agenda for decades, MPS poses
new questions. This is due to the combined effect of
continuous monitoring and resource consumption that
become dependent on overall user activities [8, 32].

• We present a MPS system (Section 3) and a specific application instance called SoundCity for noise pollution
monitoring (Section 4). They both integrate state-ofthe-art software solutions for large scale mobile crowd
sensing. They are customized for the sake of user participation.

• How to mitigate mobile sensing heterogeneities? While
mobile phones increasingly embed sensors, the intrinsic performance of the sensors varies across mobile devices [41]. In addition, the position of the phone [21]
as well as the trustworthiness of the contributing user
[28] significantly affect the quality of the sensing. It is
then important to know how to reconcile this heterogeneity; this includes the calibration of sensors to infer
meaningful data [27, 29].

• We systematically study the influence of resource-efficiency and sensing accuracy on the effectiveness of the
crowd participation (Section 5). In a complementary
way, we analyze user participation across time, so as
to derive participation patterns that MPS middleware
and application design may leverage (Section 6).

• How to involve and leverage the crowd? It is easy to
anticipate that the above challenges compromise the
participation of the crowd. Users get involved in MPS
only if this brings them obvious benefits and is not
detrimental to their habits (including the battery lifetime of their phone) and their privacy [5, 9]. In general,
MPS applications should come along with the right incentive [46].
• How to leverage prior experiences? MPS applications
obviously differ according to their application domain;
however, they share numerous functionalities from
the access to the sensors to the communication of
their observations to some cloud- or fog-based crowdsourcing/sensing server. This calls for dedicated programming frameworks [36] and middleware [3, 16].
Still, the supporting software infrastructure must sustain the evolution of the underlying operating systems,
which keep integrating new resource management and
sensing features over time.
Addressing the above MPS challenges primarily lies in
taming the high heterogeneity not only of the computing
system but also the crowd. The latter introduces a new dimension compared to traditional middleware research that
has been concentrating on overcoming the heterogeneities
of the computing infrastructure. In order to tackle these
two dimensions together, we have been conducting a largescale empirical study in cooperation with the city of Paris
– http://tinyurl.com/soundcity-paris. Our experiment revolves around the public release of a MPS app for urban
pollution monitoring that is built upon a dedicated mobile
crowd-sensing middleware [14]. In this paper, we build on
this experiment to report on the empirical analysis of the
MPS efficiency from both a technical and a social perspectives in face of a large and highly heterogeneous population
of participants. We more specifically concentrate on the
data originating from the 20 most popular phone models of
our user base, which represent contributions from 2091 users
with 23M observations collected over a period of 10 months.
Further to our analysis, we introduce a few recommendations to overcome –technical and crowd– heterogeneity in the
implementation of MPS applications and supporting middleware.
After providing an overview of the background and motivation for our work (Section 2), we make the following
contributions:

• Further to the above analyses, we draw recommendations for the implementation of MPS middleware and
applications (Section 7).

2.

BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

The design space for MPS systems and related research
questions have been articulated since the early surveys of
[25, 12, 19]. In a nutshell, they are concerned with the main
functions associated with MPS:
• Sensing – MPS must allow leveraging the many -yet
highly heterogeneous- sensors embedded in our phones
that various applications use. Sensing must also adapt
to the activity of the users since it greatly impacts the
resource-efficiency [32] and the quality of the observations [21]. In that direction, piggybacking crowdsensing is an effective solution because it coordinates
with the relevant application activities [22, 45]. Similarly, energy-delay tradeoffs may be adequately managed so as to schedule sensing activities when the most
energy-efficient [37, 34]. Another challenge for sensing on the phone is to reliably infer user behavior and
context from noisy and complex sensor data that are
collected under mobile device constraints. Increasing
the sensing quality may possibly benefit from advanced
learning techniques [24] together with collaborative inference [30]. Yet, MPS applications are successful only
if an appropriate crowd gets involved, which requires
adequate incentive mechanisms. Mechanisms may be
either platform-centric or user-centric for which theoretical properties have been studied in [46]. A complementary pathway to attract sufficiently meaningful
participation is to leverage the built-in incentives of
location-based gaming and social applications by pairing crowd-sensing with such applications [39]. Obviously, privacy guarantees should be offered to participants, which may in particular be handled at the time
of data collection and aggregation [9, 43, 17, 29]. In
general, MPS applications must match the users’ interests, which relates to the user experience and interface
design.
• Analyzing – The power of MPS comes from that of its
crowd; MPS allows collecting data at a massive scale
to inform our knowledge of various phenomena. However, the analysis of data coming from MPS is challenged by the quality of the observations that is overall
considered to be low [1]. Machine learning techniques
may allow enhancing the quality of the observations
at the time of sensing on the phone [24]. Still, data

analysis greatly benefits from processing at the server
level, where it is possible to correlate data at a larger
scale [27, 28]. In that direction, data assimilation techniques are a powerful tool. Those techniques have been
widely exploited to integrate observations from various
data sources with mathematical models to simulate the
state of a system or an urban phenomenon [42].
• Informing, sharing & persuading – MPS applications
must create a feedback loop with their users. The
knowledge acquired thanks to the participation of people must be made available to them and possibly be
at the source of community awareness as illustrated by
citizen science [40]. Further, the communicated knowledge may possibly influence the users’ behavior, which
is coined as persuasive technology [11]. This dimension is primarily application-specific. Still, closing the
feedback loop involves two-way communication, which
must be supported by the underlying middleware.
Our motivation for undertaking middleware research on
MPS is to contribute to engaging citizens toward smarter
cities - cf. http://urbancivics.com. Indeed, citizens often
have important data or insights about a problem or its solution, which is not available to technocracies [10]. For instance, in the environmental health arena, citizen-led collection of environmental data has challenged established governmental expertise about what is hazardous or not [7].
Moreover, communities may be more likely to view issues
holistically and thus be better positioned than technocracies
to propose solutions that transcend domain-specific objectives.
Following, we have developed an application and supporting middleware to engage people in the understanding of urban pollution –from sensing to aggregation and mapping. In
a first step, we have concentrated on noise pollution, which
can be sensed using the phone’s microphone and further analyzed using data assimilation techniques [15, 14]. Our middleware solution leverages state-of-the-art messaging (RabbitMQ - http://www.rabbitmq.com) and database (MongoDB - http://www.mongodb.com) systems for the implementation of scalable crowd-sensing, while the data assimilation engine relies on the Verdandi library (http://verdandi.
gforge.inria.fr/). However, despite the broad literature on
MPS and well-known guidelines for developing large-scale,
resource-efficient mobile systems, the deployment of our system at the urban-scale allowed us to identify a number of
pitfalls. We thus revisited the middleware and application
design as our user base grew. The two next sections outline the resulting middleware and application design, highlighting the key features that allow engaging citizens. We
then focus on the empirical analysis of mobile phone sensing
efficiency, from which we derive guidelines for the development of MPS systems that deal with the systems’ intrinsic
–technical & social– heterogeneity.
We highlight that our study distinguishes itself from studies involving an a priori group / community of users as in
[4] since our user base is that of users who have downloaded
the app from the Google Play store due to their interest. Although this prevents the precise characterization of our user
population from a social perspective, it allows reaching a
large user base and directly confronting our system with our
target end-users, i.e., people concerned with environmental
pollution and its impact on health and the environment.

Figure 1: Crowd-sensing system deployment.

3.

CROWD-SENSING SYSTEM

Figure 1 depicts the deployment architecture of our crowdsensing system that is structured around: (i) the application
and (ii) the GoFlow middleware and associated RabbitMQ
server. Most of the system components interact through a
REST-based API, except for the interaction with the RabbitMQ server that is through the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP).
The application features Web and mobile instances that
customize information access and display as needed; sensing is restricted to the mobile app. The Web application
server maintains data about the contributing users in an
anonymized way, so that specific contributions may be retrieved provided the user’s credentials. In the experiment
reported in this paper, our app focuses on urban noise monitoring (see Section 4).

3.1

The GoFlow Crowd-sensing Middleware

The GoFlow middleware implements the crowd-sensing
server and associated messaging system. The GoFlow server
stores the crowd’s contributions; it builds upon the MongoDB database that provides high availability and scalability. GoFlow implements the privacy policy set by the French
CNIL –The National Commission on Informatics and Liberty (http://www.cnil.fr)– that is the administrative regulatory body whose mission is to ensure that the French data
privacy law is applied to the collection, storage, and use of
personal data. The GoFlow server may host contributions
by multiple MPS applications. GoFlow is built with open
data in mind; contributing applications specify the data that
they want to keep private and those that they agree to share
with other applications.
Figure 2 depicts the main components of the GoFlow
server, where –from left to right –top to bottom:
• REST-based GoFlow API is for clients and administrators to: authenticate and register subscribers and
publishers, retrieve crowd-sensed data based on various filtering parameters, manage user accounts for an
app, and submit and manage background jobs.

Figure 2: GoFlow Server.

Figure 3: Messaging using RabbitMQ Exchanges
(circles) and Queues (rectangles).
• Account and access management is to add/remove
users with different roles for the registered apps.
• Background jobs manages scripts which are submitted
by the application’s managers and perform various operations on the crowd-sensed data stored on behalf of
the application.
• Crowd-sensing analytics generates statistics about the
app/clients operations.
• Crowd-sensed data management allows the retrieval of
crowd-sensed information based on various filtering parameters, and various packaging solutions (file, json
stream, ...).
• Data storage stores/deletes individual crowd-sensed
messages as well as accounts, jobs and analytics information. It in particular builds upon MongoDB.
• Channel management creates and terminates the relevant RabbitMQ queues and message exchanges on behalf of clients to collect crowd-sensed data that GoFlow
needs to store, as detailed next.

3.2

Message Routing

As depicted in Figure 1, messaging from the app to the
GoFlow crowd-sensing server is routed through the RabbitMQ message broker that implements the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP). RabbitMQ supports a very
large number of connections and manages buffering for mobile sessions. The RabbitMQ messaging model is structured
around exchanges and queues where exchanges forward mes-

sages to other exchanges or queues depending on their type
(i.e., direct, fanout, topic).
Figure 3 illustrates the RabbitMQ exchanges and queues
created by GoFlow for the routing of crowd-sensing messages
that rely on topic-based exchanges. For each application, an
exchange is created that forwards all the crowd-sensed messages to a GoFlow exchange and queue (named GF on the
figure) for further processing. Then, when a mobile client
(e.g., mob1, mob2 ) logs in on the GoFlow server, a client exchange is created (e.g., E1, E2 ); the exchange forwards the
client’s messages to the exchange of the application (e.g., SC
that stands for our SoundCity App, see § 4). A queue (e.g.,
Q1, Q2 ) is also created for the client so that it can receive
incoming crowd-sensed messages. When a client registers a
subscriber for a given crowd-sensed data type at a location,
the GoFlow server creates, if not available yet, the relevant
exchanges for the location and datatype using their respective ids (e.g., FR75013, Feedback ). The server also sets the
bindings using the location and datatype ids as filtering parameters. In Figure 3, the client mob1 registers to retrieve
feedback reports of other mobile clients in its current neighborhood (e.g., location id FR75013 based on the country
and zip codes for the current location) as well as new public
Journeys (i.e., collaborative noise maps) notifications from
other users at his home location (i.e., FR92120 ). The mob1
client may at some point publish some feedback for noisy
events at its current location, as well as advertise its presence if other users in the vicinity want to proceed with a
new collaborative map of the area.
The creation of the various exchanges and queues as well
as the bindings is performed by the GoFlow server (i.e.,
the GoFlow Channel management) on behalf of the mobile users. The server then returns the unique ids of the
relevant exchange and queue to the mobile client for connection. For security, the binding for the exchange of the
client uses the client id (shared secret between the GoFlow
client and server) as one of its filtering parameter.
The crowd-sensing middleware architecture builds upon
state-of-the-art solutions, which provide the necessary guarantees in terms of scalability and availability. However, the
effectiveness of MPS regarding crowd participation remains
an open issue. We have investigated it in the specific context
of noise pollution monitoring.

4.

THE SOUNDCITY USE CASE

People engage into an activity -including MPS- if they care
about its purpose. In our work, we concentrate on leveraging MPS for environmental pollution monitoring, which is
of increasing concern for the urban population. Existing
approaches to pollution monitoring primarily rely on simulation and the deployment of fixed, expensive sensors in
relatively few locations. MPS is a promising complement
to sensing across urban areas and spaces, thanks to the
mobility of people. However, the MPS challenges that we
have presented in the introduction question the significance
of MPS-based pollution sensing, which we have been empirically investigating for more than 10 months (as of May
2016).

4.1

Noise Matters

So far, we have concentrated on noise pollution sensing.
From a technical perspective, the sensors embedded in the
phones (i.e., microphone and context-related sensors) are

Figure 4: Noise matters - Left: Example noise levels simulated in San Francisco streets - Right: Locations of
reported noise complaints.
sufficient to achieve MPS-based noise sensing [15, 14, 38].
Further, noise pollution, which lowers quality of life and
harms health, is a serious environmental challenge in almost
every major city. The noise levels found in most cities today
can interfere with memory and learning, disturb sleep, and
increase the risk of heart disease [44]. In addition, people are
sensitive to noise pollution. As an illustration, Figure 4 (left)
shows a noise map of San Francisco that we have built from
the city’s open data. The provided map aggregates noise
due to traffic and places that are subject to noise (bars,
restaurants, ...), high noise is shown in the reddish color
on the map. Then, Figure 4 (right) adds to the map the
complaints (the blue circles) due to noise that have been
received at the city’s 311 call number. We see that there
is a strong correlation, highlighting the noise sensitivity of
people. Hence, noise pollution sensing is a priori a good
use case for MPS: from a technical perspective, the relevant
sensors are available in any phone; from a social perspective,
people care about it and some of them are likely to be willing
to contribute to increasing the collective knowledge about
noise pollution exposure.

4.2

input data. The data assimilation engine reduces these uncertainties [2, e.g.,]. The effectiveness of data assimilation is
beyond the scope of this paper and we refer the interested
reader to [42] for an application at urban scale.

The SoundCity MPS

We have developed the SoundCity application (http:
//tiny.cc/soundcity) on top of our crowd-sensing system.
SoundCity is available on the Google Play Store since July
2015.
The SoundCity crowd-sensing system (Figure 5) introduces a new component, the Data Assimilation Engine, to
overcome the high heterogeneity of the contributing sensors.
The engine integrates and aggregates highly heterogeneous
simulation and observational data to produce comprehensive
representations about urban phenomena. Various numerical
models exist to simulate urban phenomena or processes like
traffic, air pollution, outdoor noise, etc. These models solve
physical, sometimes also biological or chemical, equations
that describe the main urban phenomena. The models often
compute maps of variables that represent the city state at
a given date. They provide spatialized information whereas
observations tend to be only available at few locations, or
along given trajectories in the case of a mobile sensor. The
models may however show large errors which originate from
the shortcomings of their formulations and their uncertain

Figure 5: The SoundCity crowd-sensing system.
Although noise matters, this is not sufficient to ensure the
traction of a large user base. We thus promote 3 complementary experiences to SoundCity users:
1. Quantified self: SoundCity shows the individual’s daily
and monthly exposure to noise in relation with its impact on health (Figure 6 (left & middle)).
2. Engage: By default, SoundCity implements an opportunistic sensing; it periodically measures, in the
background, the sound levels with the microphone of
the device. Obviously, this may generate many erroneous measurements depending on the situation of the
phone. The user may also engage pro-actively in noise
pollution monitoring by requesting for a measurement
(”sense now ” button on the home page). We have further introduced a new mode, called Journey, for participatory sensing (Figure 6 (right)). In this mode,

Figure 6: The SoundCity mobile app - Left: Home - Middle: Statistics - Right: Journey mode.

Figure 8: Contributed observations.

Figure 7: The SoundCity web app.
the user engages in the measurement of noise across a
journey and defines the sensing frequency.
3. Share: By default, the observations collected by a user
are made available to the user only (Figure 7). If the
user accepts, the observations are communicated to
the GoFlow server for assimilation. With the Journey mode, users may further share their observations
publicly or within a community.

4.3

SoundCity in Paris & User Participation

SoundCity benefits from the support of the city of Paris
that promotes actions oriented toward participatory democ-

racy and is also engaged into pollution prevention. We
launched the application with the City of Paris smart city
initiative and Bernard Jomier, deputy mayor responsible for
health, disability, and relations with Paris public hospital
system in July 2015. This generated different citations in
the media (see http://tinyurl.com/soundcity-paris). There
is no doubt that this was key to attracting a large user base.
As of May 2016, we had collected more than 45M observations (Figure 8); however, in this paper we concentrate
on the analysis of the 23M observations provided by the 20
most popular phone models among our user base from July
2015 to May 2016 (Figure 9).

5.

ANALYZING MPS EFFICIENCY FROM
A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE

From a technical perspective, the contributing devices are
highly heterogeneous regarding the quality of the embedded sensors. Using SoundCity contributions, we analyze
more precisely the accuracy of location and noise sensing.
Another technical challenge for the MPS system is the energy efficiency so that the supporting app does not drain too

Figure 11: Distribution (%) of location accuracy
(GPS) for the top 20 models.

Figure 9: Top 20 models.

Figure 12: Distribution (%) of location accuracy
(network) for the top 20 models.

Figure 10: Distribution (%) of location accuracy
(all) for the top 20 models.

much battery.

5.1

About Location Accuracy

Location is critical in most MPS systems. Today’s OSes
(Android in our study) offer the following location sources:
GPS, network, and fused that leverages GPS and network
while optimizing energy efficiency. As shown in Figure 9,
about 40% of the observations contributed by the top 20
models are localized. Interestingly, this percentage is the
same for the observations contributed by our overall user
base (see Figure 8).
Figure 10 depicts the distribution of the location accuracy
estimates reported by Android for all the analyzed observations that are localized. The (estimated) accuracy of most
of the observations is in the [20 − 50] meters range. There
is then a peak at accuracies lower than 100 meters.
Looking at the observations per type of location source,
Figure 11 shows, as expected, that GPS delivers the highest
accuracy with most of the observations in the [6 − 20] meters range. However, GPS is not the source of choice since
only 7% of the localized observations are provided with GPS
location.

Figure 13: Distribution (%) of location accuracy
(fused) for the top 20 models.

Network-based location is the most common and accounts
for 86% of the localized observations (Figure 12). Hence, the
distribution of location accuracy matches that of Figure 10;
most of the localized observations are in the [20 − 50] meters
range accuracy.
Finally, the remaining 7% of the localized observations use
fused location (Figure 13). We note that few models provide
”fused” data. And the location accuracy is rather low.
In conclusion, when location matters, about 40% of the

Figure 14: Distribution (o/oo ) of raw SPL measurements (dB(A)) for the top 20 models.

collected observations remain relevant with MPS, while the
use of GPS needs to be encouraged as far as possible by the
MPS app.

5.2

default). In both cases, if there is no network connection at
the time of emission, the measurements are sent at the next
cycle.

About Sensing Heterogeneities

Figure 14 shows the distribution of the raw Sound Pressure Levels (SPLs) for our top 20 contributing models, where
each model distinguishes itself using a specific color. The
measurements are provided in per-thousand of the number
of measurements for the given dB(A) level. We observe the
same pattern for all the models: a first peak at the low
noise levels and then a small bump for active environments.
However, the dB(A) values at which the peak occurs varies
significantly across device models, which shows the heterogeneity of the (noise) sensors across models. Nonetheless, if
we concentrate on the observations for a single model (e.g.,
see Figure 15), we see that the measurements follow much
similar patterns, including with respect to the specific dB(A)
measurements. Hence, the heterogeneity of sensors may be
tamed at the model level. At least, this has so far been
confirmed in our experiment for the case of noise sensing.
We are thus maintaining a calibration database where we
assess the bias of a particular model compared to a reference sound level meter. Obviously, the number of Android
phones is very large and we therefore organize ”calibration
parties” to meet with our users and calibrate their phones.
In general, the calibration of sensors across devices is an
open research question. However, our experience so far suggests that combining data assimilation with model-specific
calibration allows gathering valuable data from MPS. Hence,
MPS stands as a relevant complement –not an alternative–
to observations using highly accurate -and expensive- fixed
sensors.

5.3

Figure 15: Distribution (o/oo ) of raw SPL measurements (dB(A)) for the top 20 users owning a Samsung SM-G901F.

About Energy Efficiency and Timeliness

MPS is energy-hungry due to continuous sensing and communication. As evidenced in the literature [37, 34], a way
to reduce energy consumption is to implement energy-delay
tradeoffs. We have implemented two versions of the GoFlow
client: one sends the measurements after each observation
(every 5 min by default); the other buffers a series of 10
measurements before sending them (hence every 50 min by

Figure 16: Battery depletion comparison per version.
Figure 16 compares the battery depletion of both versions
and also in the absence of MPS for the OnePlus and Nexus5x
models. We also compare the energy consumption of the 3G
with WiFi network connection. For all the experiments, the
phones were all initially charged at 80% (since the battery
usage over the first 20% is not linear) and ran the application over the day from 10AM to 5PM. The phones were
activated on a regular basis to avoid the deep sleep mode
of the OS. The phones were set close to a window to limit
3G connection issues, and they were only running SoundCity (in addition to the default system functions). We also
ran intensive measurements: measurements were taken every minute and thus sent every 1 min or 5 min, depending
on the version. We see that in the absence of buffering, the
MPS app consumes twice as much battery as in the absence
of the app when the network is the WiFi. Using 3G network
increases the battery depletion rate by 50%. Buffering then
allows significant energy saving since it increases by less than
50% the battery depletion with the WiFi connection. It is

important to note that the experiment focuses on battery
depletion due to SoundCity only and further delivers measurements to the server at a frequency that is 10 times that
of the default setting of the app. Hence, in practice, the
energy consumption due to SoundCity is much lower, while
the experiment evidences the energy gain due to buffering.

Figure 18: Daily distribution (%) of measurements
for the top 20 models.
Figure 17: Transmission delay vs energy efficiency.
Over our 10 months experiment, we have released 3 versions of the MPS app: v1.1 in July 2015 without buffering,
v1.2.9 in November 2015 still without buffering, but with
optimized use of RabbitMQ, and v1.3 in April 2016 with
buffering. Figure 17 analyzes the resulting energy versus
delay tradeoff; it provides the distribution of the transmission delays for the set of collected observations. We recall
that in the non-buffering case, the client sends observations
every 5 min. Focusing on v1.2(.9) for the non-buffering version, we note that 35% of the measurements reaches the
server after 2 hours, which stresses the disconnection of devices. We also note that nearly 30% of the measurements
reaches the server within 10 s. In the case of the buffering
version, 45% of the measurements reaches the server after
2 hours and most of the rest within one hour, which is the
default frequency set for the app. Hence, the buffering version moderately alters the worst case that is 2-hour delay or
more. Then, the 1-hour delay is due to the default buffering
value, which fits well our target application. Concluding,
the buffering duration may be tuned according to the application, again regarding the necessary trading of energy
versus timeliness.

6.

ANALYZING MPS EFFICIENCY FROM
A SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE

From a technical perspective, MPS confirms to be a relevant tool to sense the physical world: 40% of the contributed
observations are sufficiently localized and may be calibrated
toward accuracy. In addition, the MPS activity does not
introduce significant battery drain. However, the value of
the MPS system highly depends on the involved crowd.

6.1

Analyzing User Participation across Time

Figure 18 shows the daily distribution of the crowd contributions, still distinguishing the contributions associated
with each of the top 20 models using different colors. We
notice an overall pattern with the highest participation from
10AM to 9PM. However, analysis at a finer grain shows high
heterogeneity across users. For instance, Figure 19 shows the
daily usage pattern of users owning a One Plus One phone;

Figure 19: Diversity across users: Illustration with
daily distributions (%) of measurements from One
Plus One users.
we see a quite large diversity. We conclude that crowdsensing enables collecting contributions over the 24 hours
range, thanks to the high heterogeneity of the crowd.

6.2

Opportunistic vs Participatory Sensing

SoundCity enables both opportunistic and participatory
sensing: the former enables to collect a high number of contributions due to its background activity, while the latter
promotes higher quality contributions.
Figure 20 (left) shows the the distribution of the location
providers in the case of opportunistic sensing. Figure 20
(middle) - resp. 20 (right) - provides the distribution of the
location providers for the participatory case in the manual
mode (the user asks for a measurement on the home page)
–resp. the journey mode (the user engages in the collection
of observations along a path).
We notice that participatory sensing enables collecting a
larger set of GPS-based location by more than 20% in the
manual mode and by 40% in the journey mode. Since the
Journey mode was released only recently, it is difficult to
draw definite conclusion since the number of measurements

Figure 20: Location providers & opportunistic (left) - manual (middle) - journey (right) - sensing.
ciency is challenged from both a technical and social perspectives, the highest challenge being to overcome the a priori
heterogeneity of the system in both dimensions. We have
analyzed such heterogeneity in practice through the deployment of a MPS system dedicated to noise pollution monitoring.
Key outcomes are as follows:

Figure 21: Distribution (%) of user activities for the
top 20 models.
is comparatively much smaller. However, it is very likely
that the opportunistic sensing is producing better quality
observations. Still, this is at the expense of the number of
contributions in space and time. Our ongoing work is about
assessing the respective values of each mode in the context of
data assimilation, i.e., assessing which contributed observation are the most significant to correct pollution maps using
data assimilation techniques.

6.3

Analyzing User Activities across Time

The activity of the user –still vs moving– is also an important information for MPS systems. Figure 21 shows the
distribution of the activities of the SoundCity users owning the top 20 phone models. When enlarged, the picture
shows the distribution of the following activities: undefined,
unknown, tilting, still, foot, bicycle, vehicle. The activity
cannot be characterized for 20% of the time (i.e., the accuracy confidence is less than 80%), which indicates that
activity tracking is rather efficient. We see that the population is moving for less than 10% of the time and is therefore
remaining still for 70% of the time. Overall, this suggests
that attracting a large crowd is necessary to be able to cover
a large area.

7.

TAKE-AWAY FOR MPS MIDDLEWARE
& APP DESIGN

MPS is a promising approach to sensing the physical world
on a very large scale over space and time. However, its effi-

• While contributors exhibit high heterogeneity regarding the accuracy of their sensors, they overall exhibit
similar patterns. Location accuracy leads to discard
about 60% of the observations and most observations
are in the [20 − 50] meters accuracy range. Noise sensing accuracy varies but calibration may be achieved
per model rather than per device; calibration may then
combine a number of techniques from comparison using a high-quality reference sensor to automated techniques leveraging assimilation and machine learning.
Although our experiment is focused on noise sensing,
we may expect similar results for other physical sensors. Overall, MPS allows collecting and assimilating
relevant observations/measures. Still, the number of
contributed measures by the MPS system needs to be
high enough to overcome the low accuracy of the phone
sensors.
• Although not specifically related to heterogeneity, energy efficiency is critical for the adoption of MPS. Our
study confirms that energy-delay tradeoffs is a valuable approach; hence, the middleware must enable the
buffering of the observations while the frequency of the
transfers must be tuned by the application. Still, we
notice that 30% of the observations reach the server
after 2 hours even when observations are not buffered
and are sent every 5mns, which indicates long periods
of disconnection. Hence, if the timeliness of the observation is critical, then participatory sensing is most
likely the approach to follow to ensure that the user is
conscious about the sensing and activates appropriate
network connection.
• The heterogeneity of the contributing crowd is obvious. However, it turns out to be an asset rather than
a shortcoming of MPS. Indeed, the crowd overall exhibits similar contribution patterns across time. However, in the detail, each individual has different contribution patterns. This allows for the collection of
complementary contributions over the whole day.
• The users appear to be still most of the time, while the
user’s activity cannot be qualified for 20% of the observations. This should be accounted for in the design
of mobility-dependent MPS.

• One design issue that arises for MPS is whether to promote participatory or opportunistic sensing. It is our
belief that a system (and thus supporting app) must
support both. This enables to collect as many observations as possible from a large diversity of people,
while participatory sensing guarantees contributions of
higher quality.

tional simulations of the urban area, preferably down to
street-level, with fixed and mobile observations of various
accuracies. The amount of observations to assimilate, the
moving sensors and the lack of measurement protocol raise
a number of issues that classical algorithms do not take into
account.

Concluding, our empirical analysis so far shows that the
heterogeneity of the crowd, both technical and social, is
more a strength rather than a weakness of MPS; the crowd
heterogeneity allows collecting relevant data despite the inherent shortcomings of low cost sensors.
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8.

CONCLUSIONS

MPS has been on the research agenda for more than a
decade, leading to the introduction of a number of techniques and platforms to ensure resource-efficiency and also
promote crowd participation. However, it remains difficult
to assess the significance of the various approaches in practice. Also, most middleware-related works focus on the technical challenges of MPS, while social challenges are equally
important. Indeed, MPS is successful only if it attracts a relevant crowd and if the crowd contributes with high quality
values. To better understand the overall –both technical and
social– design space of MPS, we have undertaken an urbanscale experiment related to noise pollution awareness, with
the support of the city of Paris.
This paper has introduced the supporting MPS system
and related SoundCity app for noise pollution monitoring.
We have then reported the analysis of our empirical study,
which accounts for observations collected over a period of 10
months. In total, we have gathered over 45M observations,
while this paper concentrated on the 23M observations contributed by the 20 most popular phone models. Results show
that the crowd is heterogeneous but that is beneficial rather
than detrimental to the performance of the MPS system.
Future work should address the collection of qualitative
data inputted by the user. It can be challenging to engage
the users to the point where they would willingly provide
qualitative feedback, e.g., on their individual perceptions of
their environment at certain moments. The feedback mechanism should be easily accessible and yet not invasive. Also,
it might be beneficial to trigger it at some proper times, to
be determined by the available quantitative information. In
the case of SoundCity, user feedback at locations where the
noise is accurately measured would be helpful to build an
individual profile of sensitivity to noise.
The quantitative data should also receive further attention because its quality may be significantly improved with
adequate analysis. We expect crowd-sensing to be accompanied with crowd-calibration which calibrates individual
devices based on each other’s devices. Some missing data
for one individual user may also be inferred from the crowd
measurements, and the sensing times and locations could be
chosen accordingly, with the objective of collecting the most
informative data while limiting energy consumption.
Besides longitudinal analysis, advanced spatial-temporal
processing of all the data can produce unique information
about the entire environment, especially in urban areas where
complex, fast varying (in time and space) phenomena continuously occur. One research direction is the development
of adapted data assimilation algorithms that merge tradi-
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